Abstract-Conventional voting has several weaknesses, including difficulties in determining the validity of ballots, the slow ballot counting process, inaccurate ballot calculations, no copy of ballots if there is damage to the ballots, the difficulty of recalculation in the event of distrust results ballot calculations, prone to leakage of ballots, and the amount of the budget spent. From the problem above, the author proposes to design and build a system to implement elections using information technology called Electronic Voting. The method in this study uses the waterfall method which consists of the stages of communication needs, planning, modeling, construction, and distribution or implementation. The aim is to reduce the weaknesses that have occurred so far, reduce the paper during the election, and it is expected that the public interest in participating to vote will be greater and the selection process can run quickly and accurately. To produce quality E-Voting, WAPT testing is conducted (Web Application Load Stress and Performance Testing)
I. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is one of the countries that adhere to a democratic system, one of which is that all citizens have equal rights to make decisions in every election. Such as the election of the head of state, governor, until the lowest level election, namely the election of the chairman of the community.
Based on governor's regulation no. 1 of 2016 (Pergub, 2016) Citizen Associations, hereinafter abbreviated as RW, are part of lurah work and are institutions formed through RW deliberative forums in their working areas which are determined by the Village Head. , Treasurer and Section Head in the RW management set by the lurah.
This research is similar to the previous research, namely discussing (Risnanto, Study, Informatics, Engineering, & Service, 2017) In a country that adheres to a political system of democracy, voting is used to make state decisions that are very crucial, among others, to elect people's representatives, or to elect a new leader of the country. However, not all citizens can vote in voting.
In support of realizing Pancasila democracy in the election of the Chairperson of the Rukun Warga (RW), in organizing the election of the Rukun Chairperson Citizens can apply with electronic voting or abbreviated as E-Voting.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Voting according to (Darmawan, Nurhandjati, & Kartini, 2014) can be interpreted as an act of using the right to vote in an election exercise. Whereas EVoting according to (Darmawan et al., 2014) can simply be interpreted as the use of suffrage in an election by using technology assistance electronically. General requirements in e-voting according to (Haryati, Adi, & Suryono, 2014) in the quotation from Cetinkarya so that it does not come out of the voting framework as follows: Voting or voting which is an important part of elections is a method in which some or a group of people make a decision, both political, social and public decisions (Dwumfuo & Paatey, 2011) . Not only in general elections or elections is an important part of the democratic process to determine a decision that can be accepted by everyone (Cedo, Ahullo, Roca, & Viejo, 2012) . The E-Voting system allows for simpler oversimplification and significantly reduces total election costs (Dwumfuo & Paatey, 2011) . According to (BPPT, 2010) E-Voting is a system that utilizes electronic devices and processes digital information to make ballots, vote, count votes, broadcast votes and maintain and produce audit trails. To reduce the information constraints (Samudi, Brawijaya, & Widodo, 2018) , the election should have used an information system that will produce accurate and fast data on determining the results.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The method used in electoral research is the Software Development Life Cycle software development cycle or commonly referred to as SDLC based (Pressman, 2012) starting from the following Communication, Planning, Modeling, Construction, and Deployment:
The analysis is needed to determine a need that will be applied to the system that will be made.
Planning
At this stage, a system structure design is needed that visually describes the system workflow that will be created.
Modeling
After analyzing and designing directly applied to the writing program.
Construction
This stage is the stage where after the program is typed in the programming language will be tested about the success of the program based on the analysis that has been made.
Deployment
At this stage, the last stage to implement the program has been made. To avoid the problems faced, a needs analysis is needed so that the system produced can provide or fulfill the needs in solving problems encountered when designing the system. The following is an analysis of the requirements in overcoming a problem that will be faced.
1. The system can record the candidates who will be selected. 2. The system can record the voters who will choose the candidates for leadership. 3. The system will display information about the election schedule. 4. The system will display the results of the elections that have been carried out 
Application of the program
The following is the interface display in the use of RW-based voting RW, in this interface enter the registered identity number, and the password that has been obtained.
Election Committee Login Page
On this Login Page, there are fields that must be filled in such as identification number and password. On this menu, the committee can set the EVoting scheduling selection by entering the start and start dates, and entering the hours when the E-Voting scheduling is finished and the end date. 
V. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
5.1 CONCLUSION 1. In E-Voting elections can reduce the problems of the registration process until the results displayed at the end of the selection process are directly on the voting. 2. The application of e-Voting will save the cost of implementing elections because there is no need to print ballot papers and other voter registration forms. In addition, the e-voting device can be used again in the following period. 3. On E-Voting, it has resembled the election's legal elections such as direct, free, confidential, honest and fair elections. Information displayed on the results of the election will display accurate data. 4. E-voting will facilitate the recapitulation of vote counts quickly. 5. E-voting can minimize fraud during the selection process. 6. The implementation of E-Voting can reduce operational costs when the election takes place. Testing with WAPT can minimize deficiencies when elections are conducted with E-Voting.
5.2 SUGGESTIONS E-Voting can be synchronized with E-KTP data in the Directorate General of Population and Civil Registration of the Ministry of Home Affairs. So that the collection of voter data and prospective leaders is more accurate. The mapping of polling stations is carried out so that it can be applied in various regions. Making aspects of security trust and aspects of data transparency to change the community paradigm regarding E-Voting election procedures. Can be developed up to the mobile network to make the selection process easier.
VI.
